Global patterns and drivers of ecosystem functioning in rivers and riparian zones


River ecosystems receive and process vast quantities of terrestrial organic carbon, the fate of which depends strongly on microbial activity. Variation in and controls of processing rates, however, are poorly characterized at the global scale. In response, we used a peer-sourced research network and a highly standardized carbon processing assay to conduct a global-scale field experiment in greater than 1000 river and riparian sites. We found that Earth’s biomes have distinct carbon processing signatures. Slow processing is evident across latitudes, whereas rapid rates are restricted to lower latitudes. Both the mean rate and variability decline with latitude, suggesting temperature constraints toward the poles and greater roles for other environmental drivers (e.g., nutrient loading) toward the equator. These results and data set the stage for unprecedented “next-generation biomonitoring” by establishing baselines to help quantify environmental impacts to the functioning of ecosystems at a global scale.

INTRODUCTION

Organic carbon that enters river and riparian ecosystems meets one of many fates: It is mineralized and released to the atmosphere as CO2 or CH4, incorporated into local food webs, or routed downstream to join long-term storage pools in marine or lake sediments (1–3). The rate at which organic carbon is processed determines which of these fates predominates and has important implications for the functioning of ecosystems from local to global scales. While rates vary widely over broad spatial scales (4, 5), logistical constraints and standardization issues have hindered elucidation of global patterns and environmental controls. Many investigations have explored organic-matter processing...
in streams and rivers (fig. S1), but methodological differences among studies—especially the use of different substrates—have impeded mechanistic understanding of what drives carbon processing rates at large spatial scales. For example, the quality of leaf litter used in decomposition assays varies systematically across the planet, potentially masking patterns in carbon processing attributable to extrinsic factors such as microbial community structure and environmental conditions—factors that are increasingly affected by human activities. Because different substrates are used across studies, we have an underdeveloped knowledge of the degree to which rates are controlled by substrate quality or by the microbial communities and environmental conditions that characterize a particular location. Overcoming these methodological limitations and filling these knowledge gaps is necessary to gauge large-scale controls on carbon—their decomposition potential—and integrates the influences of microbial community structure and environmental factors such as nutrient availability, temperature, and moisture on microbial activity. A key advantage of the assay is that it lacks variation in substrate attributes such as nutrient content and toughness. Experimental materials were distributed to 150 researchers in the CELLDEX Consortium from ~125 institutions who deployed and retrieved the strips at more than 1000 river and riparian sites. Cotton strips were then returned to the coordinating laboratory for standardized measurements of the degree of decomposition. Field sites spanned 140° of latitude, were located on all continents, and included each of Earth’s major biomes (Fig. 1A). Because we used an identical assay across all sites,

To these ends, we report findings from the first global Cellulose Decomposition Experiment (CELLDEX), which combines a rigorously standardized bioassay with a peer-sourced network of research professionals to evaluate carbon processing rates in Earth’s rivers and riparian zones. We applied a standardized cotton-strip assay (9, 10) simultaneously in river channels and adjacent riparian habitats to quantify microbial decomposition of cellulose, the most abundant polymer on Earth, the main component of terrestrial plant litter, and an important source of greenhouse gas emissions from riverine ecosystems (11). This assay quantifies the inherent capacity of ecosystems to process organic carbon—their decomposition potential—and integrates the influences of microbial community structure and environmental factors such as nutrient availability, temperature, and moisture on microbial activity. Experimental materials were distributed to 150 researchers in the CELLDEX Consortium from ~125 institutions who deployed and retrieved the strips at more than 1000 river and riparian sites. Cotton strips were then returned to the coordinating laboratory for standardized measurements of the degree of decomposition. Field sites spanned 140° of latitude, were located on all continents, and included each of Earth’s major biomes (Fig. 1A). Because we used an identical assay across all sites,
we were also able to relate the wide-ranging processing rates that we observed to large-scale environmental drivers of carbon processing in a biogeographical and climatic context.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

We found that Earth’s major biomes have distinct carbon processing signatures in both rivers and riparian zones (Fig. 1). Rates are lowest in cold biomes, such as tundra and boreal forests, whereas those in tropical forests (both wet and dry) are up to an order of magnitude greater; most temperate biomes are bracketed by these extremes (Fig. 1, B and C). These patterns suggest that—similar to terrestrial ecosystems—broad-scale climatic factors, temperature and precipitation, are master variables that set the boundaries of carbon processing rates in rivers and riparian zones at the global scale. Biome identity accounted for a similar amount of variance in rivers and riparian habitats (30% versus 28%, respectively); this similarity is notable because the biome concept was originally developed for terrestrial rather than aquatic ecosystems (12). This highlights the close coupling between riverine ecosystems, their catchments and regional climate, and the utility of the biome concept for river and riparian ecosystems.

Knowledge of ecosystem functioning in tropical rivers and riparian zones is poorly developed, even though these rivers constitute >50% of Earth’s runoff (12) and form a major carbon input to the global ocean (13). Moreover, tropical rivers are hot spots for CO₂ evasion (14, 15), yet whether the predominant source is instream decomposition of organic matter (dissolved and particulate) derived from terrestrial plants, or CO₂ imported from terrestrial root and soil respiration (14), is largely unknown. Very high terrestrial primary production in tropical forests generates vast quantities of plant litter, and our data show that cellulose—the most abundant litter constituent—can be very effectively processed by microbial communities in tropical rivers and riparian areas (Fig. 1, B and C). This rapid processing occurred despite the fact that the cellulose substrate does not supply substantial amounts of nutrients (e.g., nitrogen and phosphorus) to facilitate decomposition. Although the cellulose used in our assay differed in quality from the litter that enters tropical rivers, the exceptionally rapid decomposition that we observed is a novel line of evidence suggesting that the microbial processing of plant material is a major CO₂ source (11, 14, 15).

We found clear patterns of processing rates with latitude; both the upper limit of processing rates and variability among rivers and riparian zones decrease with latitude (Fig. 2, A and B). These results are evidenced by the increasing slope of each quantile in these relationships (Fig. 2, A and B, insets), revealing that carbon processing can be slow anywhere on the planet, whereas rapid rates are reached only at low latitudes. Dampering of peak rates with distance from the equator suggests tighter climatic constraints toward the poles—such as temperature limitation—and that additional factors (e.g., nutrient availability, pH, and microbial-community structure) come into play toward the equator.

Across a broad range of quantiles, the slope of relationships between processing rates and latitude is greater in rivers compared to riparian zones, a finding that suggests that rivers are more sensitive to parameters that covary with latitude (e.g., temperature) (Fig. 2, A and B, insets). For sites with the slowest decomposition rates (i.e., quantiles 5 to 10%), the lack of a slope illustrates that slow rates can be found across the broad range of latitudes that we examined, in both rivers and riparian zones. For the majority of the data (quantiles 15 to 80%), the slope of the relationship between rates and latitude is greater in rivers, evidenced by nonoverlapping credible intervals between
these two habitat types; this greater slope indicates that decomposition in rivers is more sensitive to changes in latitude. For ecosystems that decompose the fastest (i.e., quantiles >85%), the variability among rivers is large and our estimate of the relationships with latitude is not well constrained and is therefore not significantly different between rivers and riparian zones.

In an extensive meta-analysis of data on leaf-litter processing, rates of microbial processing in rivers increased with latitude even after accounting for strong covariation of temperature (5). The proposed mechanism for the increase was physiological adaptation that enables river microbes to remain active during periods of peak litter inputs despite low temperatures. However, our data show that when a standard substrate is used to control for variation in litter quality, temperature-normalized processing rates in rivers decline with latitude (Fig. 2D), with the normalized rates, on average, being 4.1 times greater near the equator than at our highest latitude sites. No relationship was observed in riparian zones (Fig. 2C), suggesting that in these habitats, the environmental variables that covary with latitude are of secondary importance to others, such as moisture limitation as a prime factor. In rivers and riparian zones, we documented considerable variation in temperature-normalized rates across most latitudes, highlighting the variety of environmental conditions that influenced decomposition rates, and the need for additional information beyond geographic location to explain them.

Differences in litter substrate choice are a plausible explanation for contrasting results between our study—which made use of a single standard substrate—and the global meta-analysis—which synthesized studies across many locally collected types of leaf litter. Plant traits vary systematically across large spatial scales (16, 17), as does the quality of riparian leaves and litter (18), both of which increase with latitude. For example, the phosphorus content of leaves increases with distance from the equator (18), a pattern that could foster large-scale adaptations that enable stream microbes to decompose substrates of poor nutrient content, such as litter rich in cellulose and lignin. Together with previous results, ours suggest that, independently of temperature, the inherent capacity of ecosystems to decompose organic matter declines with latitude but that systematic global variation in litter traits might mask these effects and cause apparent decomposition rates to increase with latitude. This highlights the necessity for a standard substrate when using decomposition assays as part of large-scale bioassessment protocols.

Rivers and their riparian zones are closely connected through reciprocal exchanges of organic carbon, and processes in one habitat have ramifications for the other (19, 20). To better understand their relative functioning, we evaluated the log ratio of carbon processing rates in paired river-riparian sites. We found that rivers have plant traits (kD) that are, on average, nearly twice those of the adjacent riparian habitats (median River kD/Riparian kD = 1.77, n = 514 sites) (Fig. 3). Standardizing for temperature (kD/T) does not change the magnitude of this disparity (median River kD/T/Riparian kD/T = 1.86, n = 314 sites), reflecting the strong correlation between average air and water temperature. The ratio varies widely across sites, ranging from 70 to 0.05 (Fig. S2). Rates in riparian zones of montane grasslands and deserts are extremely slow (Fig. 1B), whereas rates in the adjacent river channels are similar to the global average (Figs. 1C and 3). In contrast, cellulose-decomposition rates in only 2.5% of riparian zones significantly exceeded those in rivers (Fig. S2). Given the exchange of carbon between rivers and riparian zones, and their discrepancy in processing potentials between these two habitats, streams are hot spots for carbon processing, while riparian zones, given their relatively slow carbon turnover, likely serve as sources of organic carbon well past periods of organic matter input (e.g., autumn leaf fall in temperate zones). The magnitude of river/riparian processing rates shows no relationship with latitude (Fig. S3A), unless the effects of temperature are removed and then a negative relationship emerges (fig. S3B). This finding indicates that the relative difference in temperature-adjusted processing between habitats is, on average, greater toward the poles. Variation in the relative processing rates of rivers and riparian zones highlights functional biodiversity across broad latitudinal gradients and across Earth’s biomes. And in many biomes this variation highlights the importance of local habitat diversity to create heterogeneity in ecosystem functioning at a landscape scale.

The variable relative processing rates in coupled riparian-river habitats may be caused by differential temperature sensitivity between rivers and riparian zones. The significantly greater apparent activation energy calculated for river channels (0.68 eV) shows that, on average, carbon processing in river habitats is far more sensitive to temperature than in riparian zones (0.40 eV; Fig. 4). This terrestrial-aquatic disparity mirrors patterns in a meta-analysis of whole-ecosystem respiration (21) and our river data almost exactly match the theoretically expected activation energy according to the metabolic theory of ecology (22). These disparities suggest that different drivers are at play in river channels and riparian habitats, with water limitation being an obvious contender. This moisture-limitation hypothesis is further supported by similar decomposition rates observed in riparian and river habitats of cool mesic biomes, such as tundra and boreal forests (Fig. 3).

Because different factors constrain carbon processing in riparian and river habitats, responses to environmental change could differ greatly among biomes and habitats. In particular, warming and aridity are both predicted to increase across vast areas of the planet (23), a climatic trend that should increase processing rates in rivers...
yet decrease them in riparian zones. This dimension of relative processing rates between rivers and riparian zones—differential responses of a process between habitats under environmental change—represents a yet-to-be-explored portfolio effect (24) arising from habitat diversity that stabilizes mean processing rates at the landscape scale.

CONCLUSIONS

The >1000 river and riparian sites used in our study were deemed relatively free of human impacts. Consequently, by using an identical assay at all sites, we can unambiguously ascribe the variability that we document to naturally variable environmental conditions and biotic communities. Importantly, these environmental drivers include those that are increasingly affected by human activities such as temperature and moisture availability. This sensitivity to anthropogenically affected variables gives our data added value as a baseline for the biomonitroing of a functional ecosystem property. Moreover, the validated utility of combining a straightforward field assay with a large peer-sourced network of researchers, in tandem with the baseline dataset presented here, sets the scene for gauging ecosystem functioning at large scales to monitor impacts of global environmental change. In doing so, we address pressing needs for effective process-based tools (25) that can be deployed at large scales (6) by emerging international assessment programs (e.g., Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) (7).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental approach

Our coordinated experiment used a peer-sourcing approach whereby each of approximately 150 research teams distributed worldwide deployed a standardized assay in four rivers and their adjacent riparian zones. With this approach, we retrieved samples from 514 rivers and 533 riparian zones (1047 sites in total). Despite the unprecedented global coverage of our field experiment, gaps in spatial coverage exist as a result of a lack of available researchers in some areas (e.g., the Siberian steppe) or scarcity of flowing water ecosystems (e.g., Saharan Africa). Partners were drawn from professional relationships and research networks and by responses to invitations posted on the websites of professional organizations (e.g., the Society for Freshwater Science and Ecological Society of America). Each researcher was sent a kit that contained experimental materials, along with a detailed field and laboratory protocol. The distributed cotton strips were incubated in the field for approximately 4 weeks during 2015 and 2016 and shipped to the Aquatic Ecology Laboratory at Oakland University for analysis.

Decomposition assay

The cotton strip assay was chosen because the strips are composed of greater than 95% cellulose—the most abundant polymer on Earth and the main constituent of terrestrially derived leaf litter (15)—and because the assay is readily standardized (9). Such standardization is essential because failure to standardize so blurs large-scale patterns in the capacity of rivers and riparian zones to process organic carbon. For example, among the 2182 studies related to decomposition in riverine ecosystems published since 2000, only a handful have rates that are truly comparable (fig. S1). Even within studies, the attribution of differences in carbon processing rate to variation in environmental conditions is questionable because of the confounding effects that arise from variation in litter quality across space. This is inherently problematic at large spatial scales where there is growing appreciation of variation in leaf traits (16), including riparian litter (18). By using an identical cotton strip assay across all sites, we provide information on the capacity of ecosystems to process organic carbon. Additional reasons for using this assay are its sensitivity to environmental conditions, including temperature and nutrient availability (26), ease of use, suitability for both terrestrial and aquatic habitats, and the fact that dry samples can be readily shipped.

A trade-off of using any standardized organic matter in studies that span large spatial scales is that the quality of the standard organic matter will differ from natural inputs because their quality varies across large scales (18). In addition, because the quantity of organic matter inputs also varies spatially, decomposition assays do not necessarily reflect the quantity of organic matter that is being decomposed. Rather, the cotton strip assay and others (e.g., litter bag assays) are designed to quantify the relative capacity of ecosystems to decompose organic matter (i.e., decomposition potential) (10). Another trade-off is that the cotton strip assay isolates the activity of microbial heterotrophs and does not directly account for decomposition from the feeding activity of invertebrates (9).

The cotton strip assay relies on quantifying tensile strength loss of the cotton fabric, a process that reflects the microbial catabolism of cellulose (9, 10). Individual cotton strips (8.0 cm by 2.5 cm) were prepared from bolts of 12-ounce, heavy-weight cotton fabric (Style 548; Fredrix, Lawrenceville, GA, USA) and were each 28 threads in width (9). Strips were shipped to each partner along with reference strips that were not incubated in the field to obtain estimates of the initial tensile strength and to detect any changes occurring during shipping. Tensile strength was determined by placing each cotton strip in the jaws of a Mark-10 MG100 tensiometer mounted to a motorized test stand and pulling...
them at a rate of 2 cm/min (9) until the strips tore. The maximum tensile strength (\(T_{\text{MAX}}\)) for each strip was recorded (in units of mass) and used for subsequent calculations. Individual \(T_{\text{MAX}}\) values from control and incubated strips were used in a hierarchical Bayesian model to calculate estimates of carbon processing rates (\(k\)).

**Field methods**

Each partner deployed the assay in four or more reference rivers (i.e., those characterized by minimal human impacts) and their adjacent riparian zones (i.e., the semi-aquatic terrestrial ecosystems immediately adjacent to permanent water bodies) during a time of the year when there were peak inputs of terrestrially derived organic matter (e.g., autumn leaf fall in temperate deciduous forests and the dry season in tropical dry forests). In each river, four replicate cotton strips were attached via cable binders and twine to stakes that were hammered into the river substrate of riffle or riffle-type habitats. This procedure was repeated in the riparian area adjacent to the river habitats where the cotton strips were deployed. In riparian zones, cotton strips were placed on the soil surface to simulate organic-matter input by senescent leaves. The cotton strips were distributed evenly between two locations in each habitat (i.e., each site) (2 cotton strips per location, 2 locations per habitat, 2 habitats, 4 rivers/riparian zones, and 32 cotton strips total per partner) that were separated by a distance of approximately five to seven bankfull channel widths. The strips were removed after approximately 3 to 4 weeks, an amount of time that was estimated to result in approximately 50% tensile strength loss; this degree of decomposition is believed to maximize the sensitivity of the assay to variation in environmental conditions (9).

**Temperature data and Geographic Information System**

In most instances, a temperature logger was placed in each river and each riparian zone and programmed to record hourly. This protocol yielded temperature data for 352 river and 343 riparian sites. Data from each logger were explored using a Python-based tool that facilitated data preprocessing tasks such as enforcement of a common date format, ensuring that all temperature readings were in centigrade, and transfer and consolidation of raw temperature readings from hundreds of files into a single database. The statistical computing package R was used to develop scripts for data processing, summarization, and plotting. Temperature readings for periods in which the logger was out of the water were removed, as were readings associated with obvious logger malfunctions. Plots and summary statistics were reviewed to confirm that remaining temperature readings were valid. Valid days were computed using positive temperature readings to generate daily mean temperatures and summing them.

Geographic Information System (GIS) and latitude and longitude data were used to ascribe a biome to each field site using a modified classification scheme (27) that was downloaded from the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) map server. In a small number of instances, field sites were located near transitional areas between two biomes and were noted by project partners as possibly having an incorrect biome classification. For the sake of repeatability, the original GIS-based biome classification method was retained. Latitude and longitude were determined at each river-riparian pair by each project partner using GPS or geo-referenced satellite photographs. A spatial join was performed between the biome layer and that which displayed the geographical location of the field sites. Biomes that do not have rivers and riparian zones (e.g., lakes) were not included in analyses.

**Statistical analyses**

Decomposition rates (\(k\)) were estimated from river and riparian zones separately using a standard exponential decay function and a Bayesian hierarchical model

\[
g(y_{ij}, P_j, T^C) = e^{-k_j P_j + T^C}
\]

\[
|k_j, \sigma, T^C, \sigma|^P_j, y_{ij}, y_{ij}^C
\]

\[\propto \lognormal(y_{ij} \log(g(k_j, P_j, T^C), \sigma) \times \lognormal(y_{ij}^C | T^C, \sigma^C) \]

\[\times \lognormal(k_j | -4.35, 2.09) \times \lognormal(T^C | 4.2, 32)
\]

\[\times \text{uniform}(\sigma | 0, 100) \times \text{uniform}(\sigma^C | 0, 100)
\]

where \(y_{ij}\) is the natural log tensile strength measured on the \(i\)th replicate strip from the \(j\)th site, \(k_j\) is the site-specific decomposition rate (\(k_{DD}\), in units of \(1/\text{day}\)), \(T^C\) is the natural log \(T_{\text{MAX}}\) of all the replicate incubated control strips (\(y_{ij}^C\)), and \(P_j\) is the period of exposure in days. Because the limited number of cotton strips at each site, individual error terms could not be modeled for each river or riparian habitat, but single pooled SD for incubated (\(\sigma\)) and control cotton strips (\(\sigma^C\)) provided adequate fits for all cotton strips. A similar model was used to calculate temperature-corrected decomposition rates (\(k_{\text{DD}}, 1/\text{degree day}\)), where the exposure period (\(P_j\)) was the mean daily temperature accumulated over the incubation period (\(\text{C} > 0\)) and the priors on \(k_j\) were \(\alpha = -6.57\) and \(\beta = 2.24\). Error terms were assigned relatively uninformative priors, but \(T^C\) and \(k\) were given informed priors. The prior for \(T^C\) was derived from data for control strips of the same material used in previous studies, and the inflated \(\beta\) was used to account for any potential handling damage that may have occurred in this unique study. For priors on \(k\), we used a global synthesis of leaf litter breakdown (5) to place constraints on our expectations of decomposition rates (28). Decomposition rates were assumed to be distributed log-normally and were given mean natural log \(k_0\) and \(k_{\text{DD}}\) (\(a\) that matched the values from the literature (5); however, the SD of natural log \(k_0\) and \(k_{\text{DD}}\) (\(\beta\) was inflated (\(\beta\) prior = \(\sigma\) \(\ln(k) \times 2\)) to slightly reduce the information content of the prior (28), which was done to reflect potential differences in decomposition rates between litter and cotton strips. The ratio of decomposition rates in river and riparian habitats was calculated for each complete river-riparian pair. Bayesian models were implemented in JAGS using the R package rjags. Three parallel chains with different initial conditions were run, chains were evaluated for convergence and mixing, and posterior distributions from 10,000 samples were generated.

Decomposition rates from each river-riparian site combination were then used in subsequent analyses to assess patterns in decomposition across biome, latitude, and temperature. Estimates of mean (and 95% credible interval) decomposition rates and ratios of river-riparian rates were compared across biomes using a Bayesian implementation of linear models via the brms function in R. Similarly, linear regressions between \(k_{DD}\) and the inverse relative temperature (normalized to 10°C) and \(k_{DD}\) and latitude were completed with the brms package. The slope of the relationship between temperature and \(\ln(k_{DD})\) is activation energy (\(E_a\)), and values of \(E_a\) were contrasted between riparian- and river-incubated cotton strips by comparing the posterior distributions of those parameters. Variance explained (i.e., Bayesian R²) by a factor (e.g., biomes) was calculated according to published procedures (29). All decomposition rates and river-riparian ratio values were log-transformed before fitting linear models. Standard decomposition rates (\(k_0\)) exhibited heterogeneous variance across latitudes, and so we used quantile regression to estimate relationships between \(k_D\)
and latitude. We used the quantreg package in R to model the linear slope of the K_0 versus latitude regression at 5-centile increments.
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